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Subject : Hunger Strike Notice for deteriorating Galley Condition
& non availability of Night Landing Facility.
Respected Sir,

We are in receipt of serious complaint letter from crew members of
NQO. It is a common complaint of all process platforms regarding
equipments of Galley. All the equipments or the gadgets of kitchen

are used to their fullest capacity. These equipments are to be
replaced immediately as are beyond repair now. As mentioned in the

letter these equipments are more than 25 years old. Moreover there
are always more than 25O persons on board (POP) everyday.
The complaint sent by crew members has every detail about their
equipments. Some of the equipments are not working or in
precarious condition needs replacement. Deep fryer, Microwave, Hot
Cold water dispenser machine is not at all available on platform.
There is acute shortage of cutlery items on platform compared to
person on board.

The second serious problem has been narrated by the crew is about
non availability of night landing facility. It has been brought to our
notice that only three process platforms have been permitted for
"Night Landing" excluding NQO, whereas the accident narrated below
has happened in NQ platform only, where one contract labour Shri.
Tapas Malik, of Offshore Marlne Tech Senrices Prrt Ltd. and one
ONGC employee Shri. T. B. Gore got seriously injured. The contract
labour was burn about 35% including his face. The accident
happened at 18.00 hrs. but we could not evacuate them till next
morning as Night Flying is not allowed by DGCA.
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Both the issues taken up by crew members are very disturbing where
life of the persons on board was involved. We need not to elaborate
the issues but demand immediate steps to be taken to improve the
situation. Not lifting of injured employees timely have created fear in
the mind of crew on board which has to be arrested by taking urgent
steps to improve or otherwise crew has given ultimatum to proceed
on "Hunger Strike" from l"t June 2016 at 8.00 AM onwards,
parallely assuring that work will not be hampered. Your authority
must have rea)ized that situation is very volatile on NQO.

Your esteemed authorit5r is earnestly requested to take immediate
action before the amicable atmosphere prevailing will be breached so
also the safety of the crew is also a subject of serious and utmost
concern.

you,

o/c
(Pradeep Milyekarf
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